Another year is quickly drawing to a close. In this issue of the State of the Internet / Security report, we decided to look back at some of the events we've been part of and the research our teams produced in the past 12 months. We're also examining a few of the stories that formed the background in security this year. It's easy to forget how much has happened.
is, at best, simply trading resources with defenders: Each network card used in the attack suppresses one network card in defense. Worse (from the adversary's perspective), many bandwidth floods are cheap to defend against, with filtration happening upstream in commodity routers. High-leverage attacks are much more interesting, and are often called "low and slow" attacks in the taxonomy of defense. The Slowloris attack is a perfect example: An adversary with a handful of systems can effectively shut down massive web server farms.
From an attacker perspective, high-leverage attacks are amazingly powerful but don't tend to have the useful life of high-bandwidth attacks. Rarely do high-leverage attacks exploit fundamental architectural flaws; instead they target engineering defects or oversights in places where resource management was missed. These oversights are generally correctable. But, like any arms race, as new techniques are discovered, they are put into the field, work for a while, and are then discarded once corrective action is taken. "Discarded" means small botnets still use these techniques a decade after they've been officially "patched," targeting the long tail of ill-maintained systems.
Credential Stuffing
But DDoS isn't the only tool that attackers use, even if it's the one everyone notices when it works (like the Dyn outage a few years ago). Attackers also want to gain access to systems in ways that aren't just about outages. Take the latest high-profile attacks in the world of account takeover, which often begin with credential stuffing. This attack relies on the greatest weakness of the web: passwords. Users, faced with the challenge of managing accounts on dozens of websites, often reuse a few passwords across multiple accounts.
Adversaries take aim at these reused passwords. They begin with a collection of known usernames and passwords, often released as part of a data breach. The system that was originally breached is irrelevant; whether it was a social network or a retailer, sam.gamgee@shiremail.middleearth (password:
R0s!3Cotton) still represents a set of known good credentials. Credentials from multiple sites are often combined into larger data sets openly traded between attackers.
This database of credentials is fed into a botnet, where various machines in the botnet will try to log in using each of these credentials. The majority of credentials don't work -that's expected. But if a username and password do work? Now the adversary can either attack the target directly, or, more likely, add the credential to a list for sale to another adversary. Some of these credential stuffing botnets try the logins very quickly, creating a noticeable spike in failed logins. This makes it relatively easy for a website to identify the attacker's botnet and filter it out. But many adversaries program their botnet to engage in "low and slow" scanning, to fly under the radar of velocity-based detection engines.
The Gig Adversary
A particularly interesting development over the past few years is the "selling the good credentials to another adversary" part. Historically, most adversarial groups acted with steep vertical integration, doing tasks from building botnets to compromising systems. For various reasons, the adversarial market has moved further and further to something akin to a "gig" economy. Many adversaries specialize in one component of the hostile ecosystem, and "buy" access to lower-level data (like data breaches), and then, after conducting a round of credential stuffing, can sell a list of accounts ready to be taken over.
While this isn't a new model, the increasing use of it -to create booter networks or validate stolen credentials -heralds an increasing marketization of the adversary landscape. And marketization tends to bring even greater economies of scale, as specialists drive efficiencies into their components of the market to defeat their competitors. So we should expect to see further specialization and monetization.
Cryptocurrencies and Exchanges
No 2019 lookahead would be complete without considering blockchain (or really, cryptocurrencies).
While blockchain has yet to make serious inroads outside cryptocurrencies, the increasing value of cryptocurrencies has also brought adversaries. While some adversaries aim high -attacking cryptoexchanges or making 51% attacks -others aim small. The rise of cryptojacking, the insertion of adware-based cryptocurrency mining software, is an example of adversaries targeting the lower end of the continuum. By buying ads directly, inserting them through adware, or injecting them into unsecured HTTP connections, attackers can monetize your processing power for themselves.
But doing it at a scale makes it worthwhile.
In a sense, this was the logical next step, moving from running long-term cryptominers on compromised servers, and converting to a gig-based attack economy.
Protecting Forward
These attack techniques -and the myriad of techniques I skimmed past in the interest of reducing word count to something tolerable [you didn't succeed. --Ed.]-will continue, and spread, evolving into yet more attacks that look similar from a casual glance. In many ways, that's a good thing. Robust security and safety programs might be looking at revolutionary security changes, like moving to a zero trust security system. Others might be considering small evolutionary changes, like an increased focus on bot management. But the fundamental safety philosophies that have been effective in the past will serve us as good guides into 2019 and beyond. The philosophies that haven't yet worked? Those are likely to continue not working.
Looking at a year's worth of news and research is never an easy task. Deciding which topics were important and impactful is highly dependent upon the point of view of the person doing the evaluation. Our efforts focus primarily on the stories we were telling at Akamai, but we also wanted to look at a few of the stories that you might have missed or forgotten. Looking back, there have been some amazing changes since last November. There have also been more than a few stories that could have been from any year in the past decade.
Months of Stories
State of the Internet / A Year in Review
In November 2017, Akamai added a new organization to our enterprise, Nominum. As an organization specializing in protecting users at the enterprise and carrier level, Nominum had a different view on security than Akamai's current tools. Instead of blocking attacks at the core, Nominum examines DNS requests and blocks traffic to botnet command and control (CnC) structures by blackholing the domains they use.
The team of data scientists at Nominum were no strangers to research, and several days after they joined Akamai released their Data Revelations Nominum Data Science Security report. The report leaned heavily on the research the team was doing to provide protection to customers and examined multiple aspects of how DNS is being used in phishing, botnets, and malware.
At nearly the same time as the Nominum team was releasing their report, we released the Q3
2017 State of the Internet / Security report. In this report, we examined the WireX botnet and the collaborative efforts between half a dozen security companies, including Akamai. This botnet highlighted why cooperation between companies is so vital to the health of the Internet. We also mirrored Nominum's research by discussing Fast Flux botnets, which use rapidly changing DNS information to evade defenders.
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In other research, Google also released a study that estimates there were over 1.9 billion usernames available on the black market. If anything, Google's estimates might have been conservative and were a harbinger of things to come. The Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) released their annual
Top 10 application security flaws list, which remained largely unchanged. While not research, another important story from November was the release of the White House guidelines on the disclosure of security flaws. The conversation about how governments should handle software vulnerabilities they discover is far from over, but these rules give a foundation to start from.
November
The end of the year didn't bring any respite to the security field. In fact, if your organization is directly or indirectly involved in retail, December is one of the most stressful months of the year as attacks often ramp up in order to take advantage of overloaded systems and personnel. However, there is evidence that even bad guys take a few days away from the Internet for Christmas. That being said, our research team didn't rest long and published a blog post on Domain Generation Algorithms just a few days before the beginning of the new year.
Not all the research and publications we generate at Akamai are prompted by internal projects. We are regularly engaged to research and respond to threats found by external researchers. In December, a nearly two-decade-old vulnerability resurfaced, designated ROBOT or the Return Of Bleichenbacher's Oracle Threat. Understanding the nature of potential vulnerabilities like ROBOT, and how they affect our customers, is one of the largest responsibilities of the Security team at Akamai.
Another area of responsibility for our team is interfacing with our customers and law enforcement.
Where appropriate, we share data with organizations to support efforts to track and arrest criminals.
The FBI made a public announcement of the arrests of the people behind the Mirai botnet in
December. Akamai was the first major enterprise Mirai targeted. This was another incident that highlights the need for cross-organizational cooperation, even amongst competitors.
Globally, the efforts by the Anonymous collective were typified by the annual events dubbed OpUSA and OpIsrael. Every year, this "protest" is announced with various amounts of fanfare and is touted as retaliation against the U.S. and Israel. Targets are treated to DDoS attacks and web defacements of varying effectiveness, but often the announcement itself is what gains the most notice.
After Google's research posited the existence of 1.9 billion sets of credentials in November, it shouldn't have been a surprise that researchers from security company 4iQ found a stash of 1.4 billion credentials in a single file available in the dark corners of the Internet. Evidence suggested that most of the accounts were pulled from previously known compromises, but this file has been used by both researchers and criminals to fuel their tools since the event.
It would be hard to find a start to a year that was more explosive than the revelation of the pair of vulnerabilities, Meltdown and Spectre, on January 3. All modern CPUs were affected by these bugs in the "speculative execution" feature of modern chips, and Akamai's systems were no exception.
Because these vulnerabilities affect the basic functioning of modern chips, much of this year was spent dealing with the fallout. New ways to exploit this feature have been discovered every few months since the initial discovery, though no widespread usage has been discovered to date.
Blog posts aren't the only way we spread our knowledge to the world. Several of our researchers attended Botconf in Montpellier, France. It's not uncommon to see one or more Akamai employees presenting at events ranging from RSA to Black Hat and Defcon to local events like Derbycon or specialized events like Botconf. As an organization, we have long supported such presentations as a vital part of contributing to the security industry.
December January
While attackers might have taken a few days off for Christmas, the weeks leading up to it were just as busy for attackers as they were for defenders. In "Gone Phishing for the Holidays," our Enterprise
Threat Protector team demonstrated how domains are abused to gain the trust of users. Think twice before clicking on any link that promises a chance to win a new phone or gaming system. January's security news was dominated by Meltdown and Spectre, to almost no one's surprise. Major vulnerabilities that affect large sections of the Internet seem to happen with more frequency every year.
The good news is that our ability as an industry to respond to these events seems to be maturing as well.
We released our first major publication of the year with the Q4 2017 State of the Internet Report.
This edition of the report included guest author Christina Kubecka, CEO of HypaSec, examining her research on servers still open for use as DNS reflectors. The number of vulnerable servers was more than it should be then, and it still is now.
The Mirai botnet was (and still is) a concern to Akamai, and the report looked at several different aspects of the botnet and its evolution. We also followed up the December arrest announcements with a post on how important community cooperation is to fighting malware like Mirai.
We also highlighted two efforts by our researchers. The first gave a glimpse into how Akamai plans for connectivity at a global scale, while the second examined a pair of vulnerabilities that came to light at the end of 2017 and why they needed to be watched. Drawing from research in this and previous reports, we published one of our first Syn City posts, "The Borg ate my login." It's good to have a little fun with titles from time to time.
While not the traditional type of denial of service we normally think of at Akamai, a vulnerability in WordPress opened up a potential application layer DoS in unpatched systems. While this one doesn't affect Akamai directly, when we see a widespread application vulnerability we can help defend against, we believe it's our duty to make the public aware.
As if the initial issues with the Meltdown and Spectre vulnerabilities weren't bad enough, we saw a series of alternative exploit methods crop up as the year progressed. Meltdown/Spectre was further complicated because changes made at the operating system level were not completely effective for an issue at the architecture level.
The end of February marked a major event for the Internet. Akamai's Security Intelligence and Research
Team (SIRT), and similar teams at other organizations, started noticing and researching a new DDoS reflection vector being used in attacks. It turned out that a Unix service with known vulnerabilities, memcached, had been exposed to the Internet thanks to changes in the default configurations of several Linux distributions. This research gave Akamai and others a few days' warning before the biggest DDoS attack the Internet has seen so far happened.
February
The last day of February was definitely exciting, with a 1.3 Tbps attack hitting an Akamai customer. The harbinger attacks seen earlier in the month were just tests of memcached as a reflector. When the big attack hit, it instantly became the highest-traffic attack ever seen on the Internet -a record it still holds.
Thanks to quick action by network administrators around the globe, memcached servers were quickly being taken out of the pool of potential reflectors. But at the same time, botnet owners seized on this new vector -and as more attackers used memcached, the amount a single attack could muster shrank. 
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That is not to say memcached immediately stopped being a threat. The way this reflector was used evolved quickly, with attackers including a Monero wallet address in their attack traffic that targets needed to send coins to if they wanted the attacks to stop. At the same time, defenders started discussing a "kill switch" in memcached that allowed them to flush the cache being used to fuel attacks. The problem for organizations was that the tool bordered on being an attack on its own and never saw a significant uptake as a valid defense.
Credential stuffing, the use of automated tools to make multiple login attempts against target sites, has been a growing problem. With this in mind, our researchers looked at one of the more popular tools, SNIPR. The fact that account-checking tools like SNIPR are relatively powerful and easy to use makes it likely this problem isn't going away any time soon.
It was a nice change of pace to have the RSA Conference happen in April this year. RSA is where businesses need to be to get in front of customers, partners, and competitors. Because of its importance, many companies see the conference as the cornerstone of the security calendar.
We released the Spring 2018 State of the Internet / Security: Carrier Insights report during the week of RSA. This report opened with guest writer Megan Stifel, CEO of Silicon Harbor Consultants, examining the importance of cooperation and data sharing, once again highlighting one of our themes for 2018.
The report included in-depth research into vulnerabilities in the Web Proxy Auto-Discovery Protocol, zero-day domains, and the evolution of several botnets.
March April June
The Summer 2018 State of the Internet / Security report marked a significant evolution in our reporting.
The statistics-driven data that was the core of the report became two different blog posts, DDoS by the Numbers and Web Application Attacks, as well as a research paper on the memcached attacks.
The information in these posts is important to many of our readers and we felt it would reach a wider audience through the blog.
The report itself focused on two DDoS attacks we found interesting, plus botnet attacks on the hospitality and travel industries. We drew from the research on botnet attacks to posit some theories on the attacks we might see surrounding the World Cup. It's also worth noting that this issue of the report marked the biggest visual change we've ever made to the report.
As mentioned earlier, operations by the Anonymous collective are a recurring issue, and when
Operation Icarus was announced, we felt it needed to be analyzed and that readers should be made aware of its potential. Luckily, the operation was more fizzle than bang, but this is the type of work our researchers are constantly performing.
There were unexpected consequences to GDPR that started being widely discussed in June. In order to meet with the European guidelines, many organizations started to scrub the WHOIS database to prevent potential violations, which means data that researchers and law enforcement rely on is no longer available. The U.S. federal government also released a Report to the President on botnets.
The full title is much longer, but this report highlights how significant the issue of botnets has become.
The second half of the year started with a look at a tool called DrupalGangster. This highlights a common theme: the reuse and evolution of tools to take advantage of new vulnerabilities as they are discovered. Why write a new tool when you can modify one that's already available?
While it's not a security story, we're proud to see Akamai supporting Girls Who Code for the fourth year in a row. If you're not familiar with the project, its aim is to give young women in their junior year of high school a chance to learn how to write code.
Making the most of our data is a full-time job. This summer, we tasked the team intern to give our web application attack data a look with a fresh set of eyes -and wow, did she deliver. In the first of three blog posts, she normalized attack data against population and connectivity. It made us rethink how we represent some of our data.
In "The Router of All Evil" we examined the VPNFilter malware coming out of Russia. While some people might not technically think of home routers as Internet of Things devices, they'd be wrong.
We're not the only organization with these concerns, which are highlighted in a look inside how IoT devices are used in DDoS.
August
The other cornerstone of our industry's calendar is the triumvirate of Black Hat, Defcon, and BSides.
Attending Security Summer Camp (as some people call it) and baking in the heat of a Las Vegas summer is one of the aspirations that hackers, researchers, and security professionals share.
While many of our peers were in Las Vegas, there was a bigger issue brewing back at home. A researcher had revealed a pair of vulnerabilities in UDP and TCP that could be used to perform a resource exhaustion attack on most modern platforms. The UDP vulnerability was patched on Unlike the UDP/TCP vulnerabilities earlier in the month, the Apache Struts vulnerability revealed on August 23 didn't affect Akamai directly, but it did affect a number of our customers. Part of our role is to communicate the impact of issues such as this, which is why we followed up with additional data on how quickly we saw an uptick in attack patterns. Hint: It didn't take long.
The month closed with another blog post in our Dark Side of APIs series, concentrating on the effects of a DDoS on your site's APIs.
When you're working at a global organization, it's important to remember that just because it's summer in your half of the world, it's not summer everywhere. We were reminded of this, which is why we made another minor evolution to the reports and started naming them by issue number. Issue 4 of the report focused on credential stuffing -specifically two different attacks against financial services organizations under Akamai's protection. Since the report was released, we've been hearing plenty from our peers that Akamai is not the only organization seeing an increase in these sorts of attacks.
As part of our continuing research, we exposed another evolving botnet. The Tsunami/Kaiten botnet, a "cousin" of Mirai, was actively being developed and learning from other IoT botnets. This will keep happening until security of all things IoT becomes a priority for manufacturers.
Imagine for a moment what would happen if the root of all trust on the Internet somehow failed. This is a real concern, and one of the measures in place to prevent that failure is changing the keys that secure everything. ICANN is responsible for the Root Key Signing Key for the Internet, and announced they were finally going to replace the keys for the entire DNSSEC infrastructure. While it held the potential for disaster, when the key change happened, it went off without fanfare. Thankfully.
What do security researchers do for fun? They participate in Capture The Flag exercises like the one put on by HackerOne. If you've never been part of one of these events, this will give you a good idea of the thought that goes into breaking these vulnerabilities down. If you're a hacker (in the good sense) who does the same type of work for fun, you'll enjoy some of the twists and turns needed to complete this CTF.
For those not familiar with security response headers, our researchers wrote a post on how and why this HTTP header should be part of your security toolset. Even better, this is the first in a series of posts, each building on how these headers can and should be used to increase the security of your site.
Another example of "what do researchers do for fun" is highlighted in the blog post "An Examination of a Phishing Kit Dubbed Luis." Our researcher was pointed at a repository for a phishing kit and took it apart to see what he'd find.
The same researcher got bored and discovered a vulnerability in a project called jQuery file upload. It turns out that when changes are made to the software underlying your project, Apache in this case, all the assumptions you made in securing your project can be laid to rest. When the vulnerability was first discovered, we made the assumption that it wasn't a big deal. But further digging into jQuery revealed that this was actually a much bigger issue than originally thought, which probably isn't too surprising when you realize the project had been forked over 7,800 times.
Sometimes it's interesting to see how the very products we make as a company hinder our own research efforts. It turns out that bot management products interfere with the research being done by security researchers. Sometimes tools cut both ways, stopping attackers from being successful, but also hampering the efforts of defenders as well.
October the more things change, the more they stay the same
Security is a constantly evolving field; whether we're talking about the attacks coming at our networks, the tools we use to defend those same networks, or the information we're gathering to inhibit the former (attacks) and enable the latter (defense). One of the things you learn the longer you've been in this industry is that the rate of evolution is always increasing. It's probably one of the things that draw many practitioners to this field.
When we released the State of the Internet / Security report in November 2017, it focused on two aspects of Akamai's business: DDoS attacks and web application attacks. This had been the focus of the report since its inception. However, when the Nominum team joined Akamai with their own report and own data sets, it was plain to see that we could move beyond these topics and explore the wider world of Akamai's data.
We've been listening to the feedback we're getting from readers and progressing from statistics-driven reports to more story-driven writing. While statistical data about how many attacks we've seen and which protocols are the most popular targets are important, we've heard your requests to report on specific attacks, regions, and industries. We're still publishing the statistical analysis as blog posts, but future reports will be looking deeper into specific events rather than global trends. Unless something interesting and exciting is happening at the global level, that is.
Our goal in 2019 is to continue the narrative of specific industry trends. We'll be publishing new information on DDoS and application attacks in January, following up in February with a report on several aspects of the DNS traffic Akamai is tracking. Malicious bots, botnets, and credential abuse will continue to be a big part of our reporting early in the year. Zero Trust and everything it means are another big area of research for us in 2019.
Security is a field that is constantly evolving and every year brings new surprises. The impact of the memcached and Meltdown/Spectre vulnerabilities were huge in 2018. Despite any predictions you might see as the year comes to a close, no one knows what 2019 will bring -which is why Akamai will continue to evolve our research and what we bring to you in the State of the Internet / Security report.
Looking Ahead
